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Easi-Grip® Knives
£11.95 each
£29.95 set of 3
Our popular range of
Easi-Grip® knives has had
a design make-over and
we’re sure that you will love
the results as much as we
do! Firstly, in response to
customer requests the handle
has been made thicker to
make the knives even more
comfortable and easier to
use for those with poor grip.
We then improved the styling
and chose a bright colour to
highlight the special
“soft-feel” non-slip areas.
The finished results retain all
the ergonomic features of our
tried and tested range whilst
the improved styling will
make them look at home in
any contemporary kitchen.
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Easi-Grip®All Purpose Knife | PKT2-VK
| PKT2-CK
Easi-Grip®Carving Knife
| PKT2-BK
Easi-Grip®Bread Knife

FEATURE

BENEFITS

Thicker Handle

Hand does not need to close so much to
gain grip.

Angled Handle

Keeps the hand and wrist at a natural stressfree angle which prevents causing discomfort

Non-Slip Grip

Easier to establish a firm grip and knife is
less likely to twist in wet or greasy conditions

Stainless Steel blade Longer lasting and more hygienic

Roast joints of meat in
foil pans, you can pop
them in the dishwasher
to clean and they are
very light to lift

RECOMMENDED FOR

Weak Grip

Poor Hand Control
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Self-Opening
Kitchen Shears
£7.50 | PKS-1
With a super large comfy
handle, the spring reopens
these scissors after each cut,
whilst the strong stainless
steel multi-purpose blades
are suitable for all kitchen
requirements. A safety lock
keeps these scissors closed
when not in use.
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PKS FEATURE

A good pair of kitchen
shears have endless uses,
from opening packaging
or chopping food to
snipping herbs. Some
people find it an easy
way to cut pizza too!

BENEFITS

1

Large comfortable
ergonomic handle

Allows strength of whole hand
to be used

2

Stainless steel spring

Automatically reopens after each cut

3

Serrated
blade

Grips item being cut

4

Safety catch to
keep closed when
not in use

Keeps closed when not in use

RECOMMENDED FOR
Weak Grip

Poor Hand Control

